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Icelandair at a glance



ICELANDAIR AT A GLANCE
+ Established in 1937 
+ 1.300 Employees
+ Turnover of 60 billion ISK
+ 200 flights per week to 30 destinations
+ 1,6 million passengers   (75% foreigners)
+ 13-14 Boeing 757 aircrafts in operation
+ Icelandair is in fact an international company positioned in Iceland
+ Product development and sales on international consumer markets
+ Operations based on international laws and regulations
+ Icelandair policy in public affairs is to keep open lines of communications with 

authorities and stakeholders at all times and work closely with official 
institutions and policy makers in our industry

+ Icelandair has an operational flexibility equal to or better than competitors
+ Economical and political instability makes it a necessity to be flexible



Route Network – Key success factor

Iceland’s geographical location on the shortest flight route across the North Atlantic enables Icelandair to 
service three main markets, and carry 1.6 million passengers annually: 

TO The tourist and business market to Iceland 

FROM The home market in Iceland :  

VIA The market between Europe and USA : 

The via market makes it possible for 
Icelandair to offer the to and from markets 
much better schedule than  they could 
justify on their own



Iceland’s location, strategic advantage

The routes to Seattle (top CPH, CDG bottom right) vs. Icelandair’s one 
stop route from CPH. Total distance almost the same.



The Past: Coming through 3 crisis 
Time of restructuring & changes



Terrorist attack in NYC 9/11 2001
Huge drop in travel to USA
Increased focus on the TO Iceland market – Iceland Safe
Icelandair increased Marketing Budget in markets abroad
Tourists to Iceland increased 14% in 2002
Operational results for 2002  the best in history of Icelandair

The Economical collapse in October 2008
Huga drop in travel out of Iceland
Increased focus on the TO Iceland market – Iceland  best value destin.
Icelandair increased Marketing Budget in markets abroad
Tourists to Iceland increased 10% in 2009
Operational results for 2009 the best in history of Icelandair

Volcanic Erruption in Eyjafjallajökull April 2010
Airports in Europe closed for a week and booking inflow stopped
Focus on the TO Iceland market and VIA market
Image and promotional campaign in all markets abroad in May - July 
2010 with the Government (700 Million ISK) 
Icelandir increased marketing Budget in markets abroad

Icelandair has come strong through 3 
different crisis in past 10 years
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Icelandair - Restructuring in 2008
+ Organisational Structure:

+ New Top Management took over 
+ Senior Vice Presidents / Vice Presidents: Positions cut from 7 to 4 
+ Directors levels taken down from 15 to 9 
+ Lay offs: Total Lay-offs of Employees: Around 385

+ Route Network & Operation:
+ Capacity cut 20-28 %: Huge cost reduction in variable cost
+ Fuel Savings: Lighten of aircrafts and on board items. Slower flying time and single engine taxing.
+ Station Managers abroad – fewer and consolidation 
+ Crew Hotels: New and less expensive Crew hotels 
+ Cabin Crew members taken from 5 to 4 on all flights – 20% of cabin crew staff gone 
+ Out Source Training center and all training for pilots and Cabin Crew to cut cost

+ Sales & Marketing :
+ Sales Offices:Consolidation into fewer but bigger regions. 
+ Centralized Call center, ticketing and pricing in Iceland – all call centers abroad closed

+ Other 
+ Service Changes – sell food, pillows and blankets to cut cost and generate ancillary revenues. 
+ Economy comfort /new middle class introduced as new middle class
+ Re-negotiate all contracts with suppliers to cut cost. IT cost cut down 50-100 MISK 
+ Great improvements in Revenue Management Route Network Management – CHANGED FOCUS



Eyjafjallajökull Eruption



ICELANDAIR: 
OPERATIONAL CRISIS

ICELAND:
IMAGE CRISIS







Moving the hub (the route network) over the ocean to GLASGOW
+ The focus on NOT closing down
+ Operations maintained all though the eruption
+ Moving to Glasgow in six hours when Keflavik Airport closed
+ 150  ground and cabin staff moved to Glasgow and Akureyri
+ 10 days in 3 parts
+ 20-36 flights a day with 4-6000 pax



Opportunity:
The biggest publicity 
Iceland has ever gotten



Netið



Markmið













Iceland has never 
been more awake







Foreign visitors and growth
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Iceland: Current Environment



Tourism Industry - Much is at stake

+ Tourism created 20% of foreign currency income for Iceland 
+ Foreign Currency income in 2009 was 155 Billion ISK 
+ Tourism is 11,5% of GDP
+ Tourism creates 10% of jobs
+ Summer of 2009 was the best ever, and 2010 bookings were an improvement to that
+ A massive blow to the economy is a real possibility



Iceland: Current Environment

+ Political and Economical stability is missing – difficult to have plans and goals when 
external factors like taxes, interest rates and currency are fluctuating and sometimes 
hindering growth. 

+ Without stability Iceland will never become competitve – people will move abroad 
and seek carriers and opportunities in countries with more stability

+ The government increased taxes in past years – message: “you´ve seen nothing 
yet”. Higher taxes does not mean higher revenue for the economy

+ Increased taxation on foreign tourists will result in fewer visitors to Iceland. 
+ 500 MISK taxation on foreign tourists can result in 10% fewer tourists to Iceland 

(which means 15 Billion ISK less in foreign currency income for Iceland )
+ Higher taxes on Icelandic companies does not result in higher revenues – most 

companies will cut cost and we will have higher unemployment rate
+ Economical and political instability makes it a necessity to be flexible
+ The size of Icelandic bureaucracy is both a strength and a weakness. Easy access 

and quick responses can open up business opportunities. Lack of resources and 
power can make more complicated issues difficult to pursue



Iceland: Current Environment

The biggest strengths of Icelandic companies and Icelandic economy
+ Small, dynamic and flexible economy
+ Simple and rather transparent infrastructure 
+ Well educated work force
+ Not afraid of taking risk
+ Work Hard – the Viking spirit
+ Great natural resources

The weaknesses:
+ The image of Iceland is broken – lack of trust in Icelandic companies
+ Foreign investors not interested in Iceland and sometimes “not welcome”
+ Lack of strategy and focus from Government for coming years - more focus on Crisis 

management and “find the guilty ones” than looking for growth opportunities
+ Lack of centralisation and synergy opportunities to create stronger units
+ Sensitive currency & economies of scale due to small size of the market
+ Rules for foreign investments need to be more transparent
+ More support needed from government for investments in diffirent industries and 

growth opportunities
+ Access to Capital / Cash is limited



Iceland: Current Environment

The Tourism industry not getting enough attention 
+ More invested in Fisheries, Agriculture, Energy and Other industries
+ Not in line with  proportion of foreign currency income for Iceland 



The Future: Opportunities 
for Icelandic Tourism 



The Icelandic Business Environment

What needs to be done?
+ More focus on future growth and opportunities
+ More political and economical stability
+ Boost the economy and the business environment so we can see growth – not 

hinder or put restrictions 
+ Grow the cake and try to maintain that 
+ Lower taxes on companies and individuals means higher consumption/ demand, 

lower unemployment rate and more revenue for the economy. 
+ Create an environment that is supportive and rewarding and helps companies grow
+ Improve the Image of Iceland – reputation and consistency is the key
+ Clear strategy, leadership and focus for next 10 years is needed to get the business 

life on board. More cooperation with companies needed. 
+ More focus on Industrial policy 
+ More investments and support to Icelandic companies / industries



Foreign visitors to Iceland 1980-2008

Year 2000: 302.000 
Visitors to Iceland

Year 2008: 503.000 
visitors to Iceland



Comparison 1999-2009

Framtíðarsýn 2020:
Ca 1 milljón 
ferðamanna jafnara 
yfir árið



How the world sees the UK
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Simon Anholt, expert on National Branding and his research on the Competitive Identity of Iceland, conducted in 20  

Image & Awareness of Nations



How the world sees Denmark
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Simon Anholt, expert on National Branding and his research on the Competitive Identity of Iceland, conducted in 20  



How the world sees Iceland
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How the world sees Estonia
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How Norway sees Iceland
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Opportunities for Icelandic Tourism Industry

+ Great results in recent years for peak season
+ Important to get more balance between summer and winter
+ Great opportunities in increasing off season travel (Finland). 
+ Improved product development  and innovation needed, for sep-may travel
+ More events (Iceland Airwaves, Food & Fun, Eve Online etc), “Family Products”, Winter Products etc 
+ Important to increase distribution and have more agents selling Iceland
+ Build up of whole year gateways will strengthen Icelandic tourism industry 
+ Opportunities in health tourism and culture
+ Infrastructure needs to improve (airport, hotels, new products etc)
+ More focus on MICE travel 
+ More investment needed from the government for promotion and product development – great 

opportunities and good ROI
+ Grow the Stop-over market flying trans-atlantic



Thank You
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